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[1] We have measured the land-atmosphere CO₂ exchange using the eddy covariance technique in a high Arctic tundra heath in northeast Greenland (Zackenberg). On the basis of 11 years of measurements (2000–2010), it was found that snow cover dynamics was important for the CO₂ exchange. The start of CO₂ uptake period correlated significantly with timing of snowmelt. Furthermore, for years with deep and long-lasting snowpacks, the following springs showed increased CO₂ emission rates. In the first part of the study period, there was an increase of approximately 8 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹ in both accumulated gross primary production (GPP) and CO₂ sink strength during summer. However, in the last few years, there were no significant changes in GPP, whereas ecosystem respiration (Rₑₑₑ) increased (8.5 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹) and ecosystem CO₂ sink strength weakened (−4.1 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹). It was found that temperature and temperature-related variables (maximum thaw depth and growing degree days) controlled the interannual variation in CO₂ exchange. However, while Rₑₑₑ showed a steady increase with temperature (5.8 g C m⁻² °C⁻¹), the initial increase in GPP with temperature leveled off at the high end of observed temperature range. This suggests that future increases in temperature will weaken the ecosystem CO₂ sink strength or even turn it into a CO₂ source, depending on possible changes in vegetation structure and functioning as a response to a changing climate. If this trend is applicable also to other Arctic ecosystems, it will have implications for our current understanding of Arctic ecosystems dynamics.


1. Introduction

[2] During recent decades the observed warming in the Arctic has been almost twice as large as the global average [Graversen et al., 2008]. Increasing temperatures and changes in precipitation patterns will affect most components of the Arctic environment, including permafrost, hydrology, vegetation and carbon (C) and nutrient cycling. Northern high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems contain large stocks of soil organic C; these stocks are the result of net C accumulation during thousands of years promoted by cold and poorly aerated soil conditions inhibiting decomposition rates. A recent estimate of the soil C storage in northern high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems is 1400 to 1850 Pg C [McGuire et al., 2009]. The effects of a changing climate will result in significant and important changes on the exchanges of carbon dioxide (CO₂) and methane (CH₄), which are likely to pose a strong feedback effect on global warming [Schuur et al., 2008; Tarnocai et al., 2009; McGuire et al., 2010].

[3] Recent observations from circumpolar permafrost monitoring sites reveal that permafrost temperatures have increased [Romanovsky et al., 2010]. In a climate-manipulation experiment in a subarctic peatland [Dorrepaal et al., 2009], an increase of 1°C in air and soil temperatures caused a large increase in ecosystem respiration (Rₑₑₑ), and a majority of the increase originated from old C in subsurface peat. An increase in vegetation greenness and productivity has been observed in northern high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems, mainly associated with an expansion of shrubs [Sturm et al., 2001; Tape et al., 2006]. Through measurements of the net ecosystem exchange (NEE) of CO₂ in a tundra landscape undergoing permafrost thaw, Schuur et al. [2009] found that after approximately 15 years of permafrost thaw the loss of old C began to offset increased C uptake by plants through gross primary production (GPP), turning the tundra ecosystem into a C source. Thawing permafrost and increased deepening of the active layer will also have profound effects on water tables, soil moisture and redox state. In well-drained areas, drought conditions can become more prevalent as the active layer depth increases, stimulating CO₂ emissions by enhanced soil aeration [Oechel et al., 1993]. By contrast, some areas will become wetter favoring anaerobic C mineralization and CH₄ production [Johansson et al., 2006]. Climate warming induced increases in soil mineralization rates will also increase nutrient availability [Rustad et al., 2001],
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affecting vegetation properties and composition and soil C storage [Mack et al., 2004; Malmgren and Wallén, 2005].

[4] The land-atmosphere CO2 exchange in tundra ecosystems is primarily controlled by the short growing season exchange. However, losses during shoulder seasons and winter period are also of importance [Nordstroem et al., 2001; Johansson et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2011]. Interannual variation in NEE has been found to be related to air temperature and date of snowmelt, as the snow-free period regulates the temporal borders for potential photosynthetic C assimilation [Aurela et al., 2004; Grøndahl et al., 2007]. Soil wetness is also an important factor as drier conditions may increase decomposition rates and decrease GPP [Oechel et al., 1993; Aurela et al., 2007; Lund et al., 2007].

[5] During the past decades, the eddy covariance (EC) method has become a key tool for measuring CO2 exchange at landscape level. An advantage with EC measurements compared with leaf cuvettes and soil chambers is that it allows landscape monitoring of whole ecosystem CO2 exchange, which makes it especially appropriate for studying ecosystem C balance and physiology [Baldocchi, 2003]. Compared with lower latitudes, Arctic sites are underrepresented in EC flux networks such as Fluxnet [Baldocchi et al., 2001]. The harsh conditions and remoteness of the Arctic make measurements difficult, especially during wintertime. However, owing to instrumental improvements and increased awareness of the importance of the Arctic in terms of greenhouse gas exchange, more and more EC CO2 flux data are now becoming available from this vast area [Soegaard and Nordstroem, 1999; Vourlitis and Oechel, 1999; Vourlitis et al., 2000; Lloyd, 2001; Nordstroem et al., 2001; Harazono et al., 2003; McFadden et al., 2003; Aurela et al., 2004; Corradi et al., 2005; Johansson et al., 2006; Lafleur and Humphreys, 2008; Grøndahl et al., 2007, 2008; Kutschbach et al., 2007; Humphreys and Lafleur, 2011; Parmentier et al., 2011].

[6] The main objective of this study is to investigate the effects of the strong climate warming observed during the last decade in the high Arctic on the CO2 dynamics in a northeast Greenlandic tundra heath. We hypothesize that climate warming has increased both GPP and \( R_{eco} \), and that the initial net effect of the opposing flux components will be of increased C sink strength, that is, higher net CO2 uptake. A possible increase in ecosystem CO2-C accumulation is likely to be temporary as the active layers become thicker allowing for increased decomposition rates, in accordance with Schuur et al. [2009]; however, the time scale of a possible sink-to-source transition should be site specific.

[7] Based on 11 years (2000–2010) of eddy covariance measurements of land-atmosphere CO2 exchange from a high Arctic tundra heath site in northeast Greenland (Zackenberg), this paper describes interannual variation in NEE and its components (GPP and \( R_{eco} \)). It is found that \( R_{eco} \) shows a steady increase with temperature, whereas the increase in GPP levels off at the high end of observed temperature range.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Site Description

[8] The CO2 flux measurements were conducted in the Zackenberg valley within the Northeast Greenland National Park (74.47°N, 20.55°W, elevation: 38 m). This area has been subjected to extensive environmental research activities during the last 15 years within the auspices of Zackenberg Ecological Research Operations (ZERO). The annual mean (1996–2010) temperature is −9.0°C with July as the warmest month (6.2°C) and February as the coldest (−22.4°C). Annual precipitation sum is 261 mm, of which approximately 85% falls as snow [Hansen et al., 2008]. The area is underlain by permafrost; and the maximum thaw depth is ca. 0.8 m in late summer. During 1996–2009 the mean annual temperature has increased by 0.15°C yr\(^{-1}\); with the highest increase occurring in July (0.27°C yr\(^{-1}\)) [Jensen and Rasch, 2010]. At the same time, the maximum thaw depth has increased by 1.4–1.8 cm yr\(^{-1}\). Winds during winter are typically from north, while during summer southeasterly winds dominate [Hansen et al., 2008]. The soils are slightly acidic; ranging pH 5.5–5.5 in the top 20 cm [Elberling et al., 2008]. The eddy covariance (EC) system was installed in a tundra heath (Figure 1), which is the dominating ecosystem type in the area. Vegetation within the fetch is dominated by Cassiope tetragona, Dryas integrifolia and Vaccinium uliginosum, accompanied by patches of mosses, Salix arctica and Eriophorum scheuchzeri. Summertime soil water content in the topsoil at the study site is approximately 30% while maximum leaf area index (LAI) generally ranges 0.2–0.3.

2.2. Measurements

[9] The flux measurements in 2000–2010 were conducted during the time period each year when the Zackenberg Research Station was manned. This time period generally spanned from early June until late August in the early years; while it has been extended to early May until late October in the last few years (differences in measurement time period have been accounted for, see section 2.4). Between 2000 and late 2007 the EC system consisted of an infrared gas analyzer LI-6262 (LI-COR Inc, USA) and a 3D sonic anemometer Gill R2 (Gill Instruments Ltd, UK). Since late 2007, a LI-7000 (LI-COR Inc, USA) and a Gill R3 (Gill Instruments Ltd, UK) have been used. The anemometer was installed at a height of 3 m, and air was drawn at a rate of \( \sim 5.2 \) L min\(^{-1}\) through 7 m of tubing, equipped with a 1 mm pore size filter (Gelman Acro 50), to the gas analyzer. Soda lime and magnesium perchlorate were used to scrub the reference cell from CO2 and H2O, respectively. The offset and span of the gas analyzers were checked regularly. In all directions surrounding the mast, there are at least 300 m with homogeneous surface properties. More information on the EC system is given by Moncrieff et al. [1997], Soegaard et al. [2000], and Grøndahl et al. [2007].

[10] Approximately 150 m from the EC mast (Figure 1), a meteorological station operated by Asiac–Greenland Survey provides a wide range of quality checked ancillary data, including air temperature and humidity (Vaisala, HMP 45D), precipitation (Ott Pluvio and Belfort, 5915 x), snow depth (Campbell, SR50–45), photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD; LI-COR, LI-190SA) and surface and soil temperatures at depths 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 cm (Campbell, 10ST). In addition, active layer depth was measured in a nearby active layer monitoring area, ZERO-CALM (Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring-Network-II), in biweekly intervals.
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2.3. Data Handling

Data from the eddy covariance system were acquired from the analyzers’ digital-to-analogue converters, aligned to anemometer data, and collected on a computer running Edisol software [Moncrieff et al., 1997]. Raw data files were processed in EdiRe software (Robert Clement, University of Edinburgh) and fluxes calculated on a 30 min basis. The processing list includes despiking [Højstrup, 1993], 2-D coordinate rotation, time lag removal between anemometer and gas analyzer data by optimizing covariance, block averaging, frequency response corrections based on model spectra and transfer functions [Moore, 1986], and WPL correction [Soegaard et al., 2000]. The instrumental error of the combined CO2 flux system has been estimated to /C67%/ [Soegaard et al., 2000]. Postprocessing in Matlab R2010a (The Mathworks, Inc., USA) includes storage term calculation based on the single point gas analyzer CO2 concentration measurements, and flux screening for periods with low friction velocity (u* < 0.1 m s/C0; 38% of data set).

[12] Gaps in CO2 flux data were filled using three approaches. First, gaps smaller than 2 hours were filled using linear interpolation. Second, the Misterlich function [Falge et al., 2001] was parameterized for daytime periods (PPFD > 10 μmol m−2 s−1) using an 8 day moving window (time step 1 day) with PPFD as an independent variable:

\[\text{NEE} = -(F_{\text{sat}} + R_d)(1 - e^{\text{sat} / \text{PPFD}}) + R_d,\]  

where \(F_{\text{sat}}\) is CO2 uptake rate at light saturation, \(R_d\) is dark respiration, and \(\alpha\) is initial slope of light response curve. The parameterization of the light response curve was only considered significant when all parameters (\(F_{\text{sat}}, R_d, \alpha\)) were significantly different from zero (p < 0.05). Remaining gaps were filled with mean diurnal variation using an 8 day window [Falge et al., 2001]. To evaluate the performance of these gap-filling procedures we compared gap-filled data from the measuring period in 2002 (3 June to 22 August, 44% gaps) with the online gap-filling tool (http://www.bgc-jena.mpg.de/bgc-mdi/html/eddyproc), which is similar to the gap-filling procedures used, for example, in Fluxnet [Baldocchi et al., 2001]. The difference in accumulated CO2-C was 1.2 g C m−2; the gap-filling procedures used in this study resulted in a sink of −6.1 g C m−2, while using the online gap-filling tool the sink was estimated to be −4.8 g C m−2. The reason for not using the online gap-filling tool or similar methodologies was that the light response curve method enabled flux partitioning into gross primary production (GPP) and ecosystem respiration (Reco, see section 2.4), without being dependent on nighttime conditions; as the high-latitude location of the Zackenberg area has midnight sun between 30 April and 12 August.

2.4. Data Analyses

[13] In order to investigate the interannual variation in accumulated NEE for years with measurement periods of varying lengths, the time period for which data were available for all 11 years (2000–2010) was chosen, namely, day
of year (DOY) 160–236 (9 June to 24 August for non-leap years). Gross primary production was modeled using the light response curves (equation (1)) by subtracting \( R_d \) [Lindroth et al., 2007]. Daytime (PPFD > 10 \( \mu \)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) \( R_{eco} \) was calculated as the difference between measured and gap-filled NEE and modeled GPP, while nighttime (PPFD < 10 \( \mu \)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) \( R_{eco} \) equaled measured and gap-filled NEE. Since the light response curve parameterization (equation (1)) were considered significant for different time periods in each year, the accumulated GPP and \( R_{eco} \) were consequently calculated for those different time periods in each year.

[14] The interannual variation in accumulated NEE, GPP and \( R_{eco} \) were analyzed for linear correlation with the following environmental variables: air temperature (\( \text{AirT} \)); growing degree days (GDD) with base temperature 0°C [Jensen and Rasch, 2010]; photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD); precipitation (Precip); DOY of snowmelt (DOY when snow cover < 0.1 m; SM DOY); maximum thaw depth (max. Thaw); and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI). The NDVI data were obtained from Earth observation data using SPOT, Landsat TM and ETM+ and ASTER products from around 1 August each year (+one week), calculated as the average for each pixel (15 m to 30 m pixel resolution depending on sensor) that was included by more than 50% by the average flux footprint (see section 2.6 and Figure 1). All variables were tested for normality using a two-sided goodness-of-fit Lilliefors test (Matlab R2010a, The Mathworks, Inc., USA); variables rejecting the null hypothesis that the sample comes from a normal distribution were transformed to normality.

2.5. Uncertainty Assessment

[15] Estimates of flux uncertainties are important for proper interpretation of interannual variation and long-term trends in eddy covariance flux measurements [Elbers et al., 2011]. The random uncertainty (\( E_{rand} \)) associated with measurement and CO\(_2\) flux calculation was calculated from the difference between observed and modeled half hourly NEE fluxes according to Aurela et al. [2002]. Systematic errors can arise from insufficient coverage of the high-frequency contribution to turbulent fluxes, due to limited sensor response time, tube attenuation and sensor separation. Such losses were systematically accounted for (see section 2.3), and the frequency response correction for CO\(_2\) flux was on average 19%. Similar to Aurela et al. [2002], we assume an uncertainty of 30% for the frequency response correction (\( E_{freq} \)) in each year. The selection of \( u^* \) threshold, below which measured CO\(_2\) fluxes were discarded and replaced by modeled fluxes based on periods with sufficiently developed turbulence, may introduce additional uncertainty. This was assessed by evaluating the effect of using a deviation of \( \pm 0.05 \) m s\(^{-1}\) around the default \( u^* \) threshold (0.1 m s\(^{-1}\) in this study) on the seasonal CO\(_2\) sum [Elbers et al., 2011]. The uncertainty (\( E_{ustar} \)) was determined from the standard deviation of the three NEE sums (\( u^* \) thresholds of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 m s\(^{-1}\), respectively). Finally, the uncertainty related to gap filling was assessed by reversing the gap-filling procedure of one randomly selected year (year 2001) and apply it to all other years, and repeating the gap-filling procedure for the artificial gaps. The standard deviation of the two seasonal sums based on original data and data with artificial gaps were used to represent \( E_{gap} \). The total uncertainty for seasonal sums of NEE (\( E_{NEE} \)) was calculated using the error accumulation principle:

\[
E_{NEE} = \sqrt{E_{rand}^2 + E_{freq}^2 + E_{ustar}^2 + E_{gap}^2}.
\]

For seasonal sums of GPP, which was modeled on the basis of light response curves (equation (1)), the uncertainty was based on \( E_{rand} \), \( E_{freq} \) and \( E_{ustar} \); as well as the uncertainty associated with parameterizing the light response curve. This uncertainty (\( E_{LRC} \)) was assessed by recalculating the GPP sum for each year using ±1 standard deviation for each parameter (\( \text{FCalt}, R_d, \alpha \)). The total uncertainty for seasonal sums of GPP (\( E_{GPP} \)) was thus calculated as

\[
E_{GPP} = \sqrt{E_{rand}^2 + E_{freq}^2 + E_{ustar}^2 + E_{LRC}^2}.
\]

Daytime (PPFD > 10 \( \mu \)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) \( R_{eco} \) rates were calculated as the difference between measured and gap-filled NEE and GPP, while nighttime \( R_{eco} \) rates equaled NEE rates. The uncertainty in seasonal sums of \( R_{eco} \) (\( E_{Reco} \)) was therefore calculated as

\[
E_{R_{eco}} = a\sqrt{E_{NEE}^2 + E_{GPP}^2} + bE_{NEE}.
\]

where \( a \) and \( b \) are the fractions of daytime and nighttime half hours, respectively, to the total number of half hours during the time periods in each year for which \( R_{eco} \) was accumulated.

2.6. Footprint Analysis

[16] We have used the Schuepp et al. [1990] footprint model, adapted to a GIS environment [Soegaard et al., 2003]. The purposes of the footprint modeling were to investigate whether other ecosystems except for the heath ecosystem would have impact on the measured fluxes, and to select proper pixels for NDVI calculations. A threshold of 90% was used for the spatial extent of the footprint. Only data with sufficient atmospheric mixing (\( u^* > 0.1 \) m s\(^{-1}\)) were used in the calculations, as only such data were included in the other analyses. The flux footprint was calculated for the period 9 June to 24 August 2010, which is the same time period as NEE was accumulated. Wind direction characteristics for the Zackenberg area during summer are stable from year to year [Hansen et al., 2008], and on the basis of the sonic anemometer data, the most common 30° wind direction bin was 120°–150° in all years except for 2008 (150°–180°). The flux footprint of 2010 was therefore considered as representative also for earlier measurement years.

3. Results

[17] The footprint modeling (Figure 1) indicated that a majority of the detected CO\(_2\) fluxes emanated from the Cassiope heath plant community type. The Cassiope heath is the dominating plant community type in all directions surrounding the eddy covariance system except for the 0°–90° sector, where Salix snow bed and grassland plant community types are dominating. The proportion of accepted (non-gap-filled) fluxes between 9 June and 24 August (see
section 2) originating from this sector averaged 6.9 ± 2.3% during the study period (range: 4.1% in 2007 to 10.1% in 2005). However, since the Zackenberg valley is a composite of various plant communities and sub ecosystems, we consider our entire data set as a representative indicator of NEE in a drier part of the Zackenberg tundra, where the Cassiope heath plant community type is dominating.

[18] The temporal variation in mean daily net ecosystem exchange of CO2 (NEE) for an average year (2000–2010) in the Zackenberg tundra heath is shown in Figure 2. The sign convention used in all figures and tables in this paper is the standard one for micrometeorological measurements; fluxes directed from surface to atmosphere (emissions) are positive, while fluxes directed from atmosphere to surface (uptake) are negative. During early spring and late autumn, when temperatures remain below freezing, daily average fluxes were low (<0.1 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹). In late spring and early autumn, just before and after the period of mean daily net CO2 uptake, highest mean daily CO2 fluxes were detected (>0.2 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹). On average, the heath switched from a source of CO2 to a sink on a daily basis on DOY 177 (26 June for non leap years), and remained so until DOY 229 (17 August; Table 1). The timing of start of mean daily net CO2 uptake period, which correlated significantly with DOY of snowmelt (p = 0.001), was more variable (SD = 10.3) compared with timing of end of net uptake period (SD = 2.9). Maximum mean daily net CO2 uptake occurred on average on DOY 197 (16 July; SD = 8.9) with an average rate of −1.1 ± 0.1 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ (mean ± SD; Table 1).

[19] In some years, namely, 2001–2004, 2008 and 2010 (hereinafter referred to as the spring CO2 burst years), CO2 emissions were greater compared with other years in the period between snowmelt (mean DOY when snow cover <0.1 m = 165; 14 June) and start of net uptake period (Figure 3). On average, accumulated NEE between snowmelt and start of net uptake period was significantly different (t = 5.5; p < 0.001) for spring CO2 burst years (6.1 ± 1.3 g C m⁻²) as compared with other years (1.3 ± 1.6 g C m⁻²). For
the same period of time in each year, there was a significant difference in mean surface temperature ($t = 2.3; p = 0.043$) between spring CO$_2$ burst years (8.8 ± 1.0°C) and other years (5.6 ± 3.2°C). The years with higher surface temperatures generally had a deep and long-lasting snowpack during preceding winter period. The duration of the snowpack was significantly different ($t = 2.6; p = 0.030$) in spring CO$_2$ burst years (8.8 ± 3.3 days) compared with other years (167 ± 38 days). Also, maximum snow depths were on average but not significantly ($t = 1.4; p = 0.204$) higher in spring CO$_2$ burst years (0.89 ± 0.33 m) compared with other years (0.61 ± 0.33 m). The spring CO$_2$ burst years had significantly ($t = 3.0; p = 0.016$) weaker CO$_2$ sink strength ($–13.8 ± 7.6$ g C m$^{-2}$) compared with other years ($–28.8 ± 9.1$ g C m$^{-2}$; Table 1).

[20] The time period for which the parameterization of the light response curve (equation (1)) was considered significant, that is, when all parameters were significantly different from zero ($p < 0.05$), varied between years. Similar to the net uptake period, the timing when the parameterization became significant in early growing season (DOY 177 ± 8.3) was more variable compared with the timing when the parameterization became insignificant in late growing season (DOY 235 ± 6.1). Mean $r^2$ and RMSE of the significant light response curve parameterization throughout the whole study period were 0.64 and 0.42, respectively. The rate of CO$_2$ uptake at light saturation ($F_{sat}$) followed a bell shaped curve (Figure 4a), where the rates started off slightly below 0.5 μmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, and reached their maximum of 1.95 ± 0.21 μmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ at DOY 204 ± 9.2 (23 July). Mean dark respiration, $R_d$ (Figure 4b) and the initial slope of the light response curve, $\alpha$ (Figure 4c) were 1.01 ± 0.23 μmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and 0.011 ± 0.003 μmol μmol$^{-1}$, respectively, in the end of July (DOY 200–210).

[21] The parameters of the light response curve (equation (1) and Figure 4) were used to model GPP and $R_{eco}$ (Figure 3). Mean daily rates of GPP and $R_{eco}$ throughout the study period were $–1.29 ± 0.17$ μmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and 0.87 ± 0.15 μmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively, while average maximum daily rates of GPP and $R_{eco}$ were $–2.21 ± 0.36$ μmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and 1.51 ± 0.23 μmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. Accumulated NEE (DOY 160–236) and accumulated GPP and $R_{eco}$ (for the time periods of significant parameterization of light response curves) for each year are shown in Table 1 and Figure 5. Mean accumulated NEE was $–20.6 ± 11.1$ g C m$^{-2}$, while mean accumulated GPP and $R_{eco}$ were $–78.6 ± 13.7$ g C m$^{-2}$ and 53.0 ± 10.7 g C m$^{-2}$, respectively. The coefficient of (interannual) variation was highest for NEE (0.53), followed by $R_{eco}$ (0.20) and GPP (0.18). The estimated total uncertainty for accumulated NEE was on average ± 2.1 g C m$^{-2}$ (approximately ± 10% of accumulated NEE), while for accumulated GPP and $R_{eco}$ the associated uncertainty was estimated to be ± 9.6 g C m$^{-2}$ (±12%) and 9.4 g C m$^{-2}$ (±18%), respectively (Table 1). Of the separate components in the NEE uncertainty analysis (equation (2)), the selection of $u_*$ threshold ($E_{star}$) had highest associated uncertainty (on average ± 1.3 g C m$^{-2}$), followed by $E_{freq}$, $E_{rand}$ and $E_{gap}$. For both accumulated GPP and $R_{eco}$, highest uncertainty was associated with parameterization of the light response curves ($E_{LC}$).

[22] In the first 6 years (2000–2005) of the study period, accumulated GPP became more negative with time ($r^2 =$
indicating increased CO₂ assimilation. However, since then the increase leveled off and the GPP sums for 2007–2010 were all in a narrow range of -84 to -88 g C m⁻². Ecosystem respiration did also show a close to significant increase in the first 6 years ($r^2 = 0.577, p = 0.080$). However, in 2003–2006 there was a decline in $R_{eco}$ ($r^2 = 0.921, p = 0.040$), while in 2006–2009 $R_{eco}$ increased again ($r^2 = 0.946, p = 0.027$). Accumulated NEE (DOY 160–236) decreased significantly in the years 2001–2005 ($r^2 = 0.822, p = 0.034$), indicating an increasing CO₂ sink strength during this period. However, after the year 2005 the trend reversed and NEE increased significantly between 2005 and 2010 ($r^2 = 0.702, p = 0.037$), indicating that the CO₂ sink strength of the Zackenberg heath weakened.

The interannual variation in accumulated NEE, GPP and $R_{eco}$ was mainly explained by variations in midsummer (July) temperature and various temperature-related variables (Table 2). Net ecosystem exchange did not correlate significantly with any ancillary variable, but the relationship with maximum thaw depth was close to significant ($p = 0.053$). Gross primary production was significantly correlated with maximum thaw depth ($p = 0.026$), and the relationships to mean July air temperature ($p = 0.065$) and July growing degree days ($p = 0.063$) were close to significant. Ecosystem respiration showed significant correlations with mean July air temperature ($p = 0.012$), July growing degree days ($p = 0.013$), and maximum thaw depth ($p = 0.039$).

The CO₂ flux components (NEE, GPP, $R_{eco}$) did also correlate inherently; there were significant relationships between NEE and GPP ($p = 0.039$) and GPP and $R_{eco}$ ($p = 0.008$). However, since $R_{eco}$ is calculated as the difference between NEE and GPP (see section 2), correlation analyses involving $R_{eco}$ and NEE or $R_{eco}$ and GPP will lead to artificial or spurious correlation of the type $Y$ versus $Y + X$ [Brett, 2004]. To be able to assess the correlation between
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**Figure 4.** Parameters from the light response curve (equation (1)) used for gap filling and modeling CO₂ flux components: (a) CO₂ uptake at light saturation ($F_{csat}$), (b) dark respiration ($R_d$), and (c) initial slope of light response curve ($a$). Black solid lines depict means, while gray dashed lines depict minimum and maximum values during the study period (2000–2010). The parameterization of the light response curve was considered significant only when all three parameters were significantly different from zero.
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**Figure 5.** Accumulated CO₂ flux components from the Zackenberg heath, northeast Greenland, 2000–2010. NEE was accumulated for DOY 160–236 (see section 2.4), while GPP and ecosystem respiration ($R_{eco}$) were accumulated for the time period for which the parameterization of the light response curve was considered significant (see Figure 3). Dashed lines depict periods of significant change in data (see section 3 for $r^2$ values), while error bars indicate the uncertainty in accumulated values.
Table 2. Accumulated NEE, GPP, and Reco With Associated Uncertainty Estimates, Ancillary Data for Each Year, and Correlation Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NEE (g C m⁻²)</th>
<th>GPPb (g C m⁻²)</th>
<th>Reco (g C m⁻²)</th>
<th>SM DOY</th>
<th>Max Thaw (cm)</th>
<th>AirT July (°C)</th>
<th>Precip July (mm)</th>
<th>GDD July (µmol m⁻² s⁻¹)</th>
<th>PPFD July (µmol m⁻² s⁻¹)</th>
<th>VPD July (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-19.4 ± 2.6</td>
<td>-59.7 ± 8.5</td>
<td>37.9 ± 8.7</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>-4.3 ± 2.6</td>
<td>-54.1 ± 7.7</td>
<td>27.7 ± 8.0</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>-5.9 ± 1.4</td>
<td>-67.7 ± 7.6</td>
<td>52.1 ± 7.3</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>-15.6 ± 1.8</td>
<td>-92.3 ± 10.2</td>
<td>67.7 ± 9.9</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>-16.2 ± 1.4</td>
<td>-92.7 ± 9.2</td>
<td>58.9 ± 8.9</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>-39.7 ± 3.1</td>
<td>-95.4 ± 10.7</td>
<td>56.0 ± 10.7</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>-25.8 ± 1.6</td>
<td>-68.4 ± 8.6</td>
<td>39.8 ± 8.3</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>-37.0 ± 2.6</td>
<td>-86.3 ± 11.8</td>
<td>48.7 ± 11.9</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>-24.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>-87.9 ± 11.9</td>
<td>61.4 ± 10.8</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>-21.9 ± 1.7</td>
<td>-85.4 ± 10.4</td>
<td>63.8 ± 10.2</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>-16.0 ± 2.3</td>
<td>-84.2 ± 8.8</td>
<td>58.7 ± 9.0</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SM DOY, snowmelt DOY; Max Thaw, maximum thaw depth; AirT July, mean July air temperature; Precip July, July precipitation sum; GDD July, July growing degree days; PPFD July, mean July photosynthetic photon flux density; NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index; VPD July, mean July vapor pressure deficit.

bTransformed log(x + 100).

cTransformed log(x).

dCorrelation is significant at the α = 0.05 level.

eα = 0.01 level.

p = 0.742 ± 0.014 after accounting for the spurious correlation emanating from the derivation of Reco from the difference between NEE and GPP [Brett, 2004].

GPP and Reco independent of the flux partitioning method, we used a bootstrap simulation methodology described by Brett [2004] and Lund et al. [2010]. This procedure showed that after accounting for the spurious correlation introduced by the flux partitioning procedure the relationship between GPP and Reco was no longer significant (p = 0.742 ± 0.014). Neither are the variables NEE and GPP entirely independent, since NEE is used to estimate the parameters for modeling GPP. Thus, the significance between NEE and GPP may be overestimated and should be interpreted with caution.

[25] The fit between accumulated GPP and mean July air temperature was improved when using a second-order polynomial fit compared with a first-order, since the increase in GPP rates leveled off at the high end of observed temperature range (Figure 6b). The adjusted $r^2$ value (using log (x + 100) transformed GPP data) increased from 0.24 (first order) to 0.29 (second order). For the significant relationship between Reco and mean July air temperature the adjusted $r^2$ value decreased from 0.47 to 0.40 for first- and second-order polynomials, respectively (Figure 6c). As Reco generally responds exponentially to temperature, the well-known Lloyd and Taylor [1994] equation was also evaluated, resulting in an adjusted $r^2$ value of 0.51. The correlation between NEE and mean July air temperature was not significant (Table 2), but there was a trend toward increasing sink strength with increasing temperature. However, highest CO₂ accumulation did not occur in the warmest years, rather in years with average temperature (Figure 6a).

4. Discussion

[26] The footprint analysis revealed that a majority of the measured CO₂ fluxes emanated from the Cassiope heath plant community type (Figure 1). The dominating plant species, Cassiope tetragona and Salix arctica are common species in Greenland (covering approximately 31% of the Zackenberg valley [Soegaard et al., 2000]) and occur throughout most of the circumpolar middle and high Arctic areas. In the Circumpolar Arctic Vegetation Mapping project [Circumpolar Arctic Vegetation Mapping Team, 2003] this type is classified as “prostrate/hemiprostrate dwarf-shrub tundra’ and covers approximately 140,000 km² of the Arctic, corresponding to 10% of the high and middle Arctic area (Bioclimatic Subzones A-C).

[27] Flux measurements from comparable sites are scarce. Most Arctic CO₂ flux data exist for wet ecosystems, which have larger rates of NEE, GPP and Reco [Soegaard and Nordstroem, 1999; Vourlitis and Oechel, 1999; Vourlitis et al., 2000; Nordstroem et al., 2001; Harazono et al., 2003; Aurela et al., 2004; Corradi et al., 2005; Johannsson et al., 2006; Kutzbach et al., 2007; Lafleur and Humphreys, 2008; Parmentier et al., 2011], likely because wetter conditions allow for higher biomass and LAI, factors that are known to regulate CO₂ fluxes [McFadden et al., 2003; Lund et al., 2010]. McFadden et al. [2003] studied a wide range of ecosystems in northern Alaska, including two heath sites that were slightly drier (mean soil water content 16%) and had thicker active layers (>1 m) compared with the Zackenberg heath. Their growing season mean NEE was ca. −0.6 to −0.7 g C m⁻² d⁻¹, which is similar to mean daily NEE in July in this study (−0.58 ± 0.17 g C m⁻² d⁻¹). The mid-season mean NEE (31 July to 11 August) in a high Arctic polar semi desert site on Svalbard [Lloyd, 2001] was, however, lower than in the Zackenberg heath, amounting to −0.19 g C m⁻² d⁻¹. Humphreys and Lafleur [2011] studied
a Canadian mixed tundra site that had higher rates of mid-season NEE (ca. \(-1.0\) g C m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)), possibly related to higher LAI at their site (0.70 ± 0.21) compared with the Zackenberg tundra heath.

The seasonal evolution of the light response curve parameters \((F_{\text{cat}}, R_d, \alpha)\) time series (Figure 4) followed a bell shaped curve, indicating a relationship to plant development and LAI over the growing season. The dynamics were similar to a study on four northern European mires [Lindroth et al., 2007]; however, the absolute values were lower in the present study owing to colder conditions. The most comparable site in the work of Lindroth et al. [2007], the subarctic fen Kaamanen, had peak values of \(F_{\text{cat}}, R_d, \alpha\) amounting to 4.5 \(\mu\)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), 1.8 \(\mu\)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), and 0.023 \(\mu\)mol \(\mu\)mol\(^{-1}\), respectively. These differences are also reflected by differences in flux rates between Kaamanen and the Zackenberg heath. Lloyd [2001] used a different light response curve; however, their \(P_{\text{max}}\) (maximum rate of photosynthesis) can be compared with \(F_{\text{cat}} + R_d\) in this study.

Midseason \(P_{\text{max}}\) for the high Arctic tundra site was 1.8 \(\mu\)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), as compared with 2.3 ± 0.33 \(\mu\)mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) \((F_{\text{cat}} + R_d)\) for the Zackenberg heath in the same period. [29] The timing of start of period with mean daily net CO\(_2\) uptake was more variable than the timing of end of uptake period. This was related to timing of snowmelt; a snowpack limits light penetration to vegetation and therefore minimizes photosynthetic assimilation of atmospheric CO\(_2\). The end of the net CO\(_2\) uptake period is more related to fading light conditions due to the high-latitude location of the study site (74.47°N). Future changes in the length of the mean daily net CO\(_2\) uptake period will thus be controlled by changes in wintertime precipitation and springtime temperature, regulating the timing of snow cover melt. If a changing climate brings about earlier springtime snowmelt, plants may respond immediately and begin assimilating CO\(_2\), while changes in temperature and snow conditions during autumn would have comparably low effects on the CO\(_2\) dynamics owing to the low amount of solar radiation. The noticeable prevalence of increased CO\(_2\) emissions between snowmelt period and start of daily net CO\(_2\) uptake period in some years, the spring CO\(_2\) burst years (2001–2004, 2008, and 2010), constituted an interesting feature of the Zackenberg heath. The occurrence of these episodic emissions was related to soil temperatures and snow dynamics. Years with spring CO\(_2\) burst had preceding winters with deep and long-lasting snowpacks. Below a thick snowpack soils will be insulated from reaching low temperatures; and at the same time the snowpack will act as a lid by increasing diffusive resistance, preventing respired CO\(_2\) from being transported to the atmosphere [McDowell et al., 2000]. When snowmelt begins in spring, CO\(_2\) stored in soil and snow cavities will be released and the comparably high soil temperatures will maintain reasonable respiration rates. It can be noticed that the spring CO\(_2\) burst years had lower CO\(_2\) sink strengths compared with the other years (Table 1). Earlier studies have found that the date of snowmelt and length of snow-free period are important for the annual CO\(_2\) balance, in the sense that it regulates length of growing season period [Aurela et al., 2004; Grondahl et al., 2007]. Our results show that snowpack depth and duration are primarily important for CO\(_2\) budgets through the effect on winter and spring respiration, which is in line with previous studies [Welker et al., 2000; Bubier et al., 2002; Monson et al., 2006; Nobrega and Grogan, 2007; Nowinski et al., 2010; Humphreys and Lafleur, 2011]. However, as the CO\(_2\) budgets in this study (Table 1) are calculated for a limited period of the year (DOY 160–236), which includes most of the increased emission episodes (Figure 3); it cannot be excluded that accumulated wintertime CO\(_2\) emissions are higher for years without the spring CO\(_2\) burst which could partly offset the effect on the annual budget. Year-round measurements are required to further investigate this phenomenon. Welker et al. [2000] found that increased wintertime CO\(_2\) efflux resulted in reduced summer time emissions. In this study, accumulated \(R_{\text{eco}}\) (not including the spring CO\(_2\) burst) were on average (insignificantly) higher for spring CO\(_2\) burst years (56.1 g C m\(^{-2}\)) compared with other years (49.2 g C m\(^{-2}\)), suggesting that the increased spring CO\(_2\) emissions did not exhaust the labile soil C pool and that respiration rates were not reduced during the summer period.
The increase in accumulated GPP as a response to increased July air temperature leveled off at the high end of the observed temperature range (Figure 6). Thus, plant CO₂ assimilation did not benefit further from additional summertime warming. Other environmental characteristics may act to limit GPP in warm summers, such as plant water or nutrient availability. The effect of soil water content on the CO₂ exchange could not be evaluated on the whole data set because continuous data are only available from the heath ecosystem since late 2005. For the 2 years with highest July temperatures, 2008 and 2009, the mean July soil water content in top 10 cm was 29.6% and 29.3%, respectively. For the same period in 2006 and 2007, the mean soil water content was 33.9% and 27.2%, respectively, indicating that 2008 and 2009 were not exceptionally dry. However, July vapor pressure deficit (VPD) was higher in 2008 and 2009 compared with other years, indicating that plant water stress increasing stomatal resistance and thus limiting photosynthesis could be an explanation as to why GPP was not higher in 2008 and 2009 despite higher summertime temperatures. Another important factor for GPP is N availability, which has been found to be limiting plant growth in various plant community types in Zackenberg [Arndal et al., 2009]. It is possible that the deviation from the linear relationship between accumulated GPP and July air temperature can be partly related to N deficiency. As mineralization rates are expected to increase as a response to climate warming, more N will become available [Rustad et al., 2001]; however, the vegetation nutritional demands may increase at an even higher rate.

In a land surface phenology study using spectral measures in the Zackenberg area, Tamstorf et al. [2007] found a nonlinear response of seasonally integrated NDVI to temperature in the Cassiope heath, where NDVI increased with increasing temperature to a certain point and then decreased. Their explanation for this phenomenon was a limitation of plant photosynthesis due to enzymatic inhibition of the photosynthetic apparatus. Some recent studies have documented thermal adaptation of NEE, GPP, and Rₑₑₑₑ across a broad range of thermal gradients [Baldocchi et al., 2001; Akin and Tjoelker, 2003; Gunderson et al., 2010; Yuan et al., 2011]. Baldocchi et al. [2001] suggested that the thermal optimum for ecosystem-scale GPP is a function of mean summer temperature. Our study suggests that a mean July temperature of approximately 7°C represents the temperature optimum for GPP in an Arctic tundra heath, while 6°C–7°C appears to be optimal for NEE (Figure 6). These values are close to the long-term (1996–2010) average of mean July temperature (6.2°C). A recent study [Yuan et al., 2011] has also demonstrated that ecosystem NEE adapts to temperature as they found that maximum CO₂ uptake across a wide range of ecosystems was strongly correlated with mean temperature during the period of net CO₂ uptake. Soegaard and Nordstroem [1999] combined CO₂ fluxes measured by an eddy covariance system in a sedgedominated fen in Zackenberg with a photosynthesis model [Collatz et al., 1991] and a soil respiration model. They found that the fen ecosystem was functioning close to optimally in terms of CO₂ sink capacity given the actual temperature conditions. An increase (or decrease) in temperature was predicted to reduce the ecosystem CO₂ assimilation. Even though Soegaard and Nordstroem [1999] studied a different ecosystem type (fen) compared with the present study (heath), it can be argued that the inherent thermal optimality dynamics in various ecosystems in the area is similar since they are subjected to the same meteorological conditions. Our results show that the CO₂ sink strength of the Zackenberg heath was weaker in the two warmest years compared with years with temperatures close to the long-term average, possibly suggesting that climate warming in this high-latitude area is more rapid than what the ecosystem can adapt to. Although plant species have the ability to adapt and acclimate to increased temperatures [Gunderson et al., 2010], such dynamics are likely to vary between species and ecosystems. In areas subjected to strong warming, such as the Arctic, the rate of warming may exceed the rate of plant adaptation. If this hypothesis holds and can be applied to other ecosystems, it will have implications for our current understanding of ecosystems dynamics as well as the response of the terrestrial carbon cycle to global warming.

5. Conclusions

This study summarizes more than a decade (2000–2010) of eddy covariance measurements of the land-atmosphere CO₂ exchange in a high Arctic tundra heath site in northeast Greenland (Zackenberg). Snow cover depth and duration were found to affect both springtime CO₂ fluxes and timing of start of period with mean daily CO₂ uptake. In the first part of the study period, there was a significant increase in gross primary production (GPP) and CO₂ sink strength of approximately 8 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹. In the last few years there were no changes in GPP; instead ecosystem respiration (Rₑₑₑₑ) increased significantly (8.5 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹) and the CO₂ sink strength weakened (−4.1 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹). A linear correlation analysis revealed that July air temperature, growing degree days and maximum thaw depth regulated the interannual variation in accumulated sums of net ecosystem exchange, GPP and Rₑₑₑₑ. However, the increase in accumulated GPP leveled off at the high end of the observed temperature range, suggesting that a continued warming will not increase GPP, and that the CO₂ sink strength of the Zackenberg heath will weaken.
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